**Calling Features:**
- Call by name, function, or group
- Broadcast calls
- Locate individuals
- Conference Calls
- Call Block
- Call Forward and transfer
- Call Waiting

**Messaging Features:**
- Voice mail
- Voice email from badge
- Text messaging

**Telephony Features:**
- Outbound calling to external numbers
- Call internal PBX extensions
- Receive telephone calls on the badge
- Outbound paging
B3000 Communication Badge

- Highly Durable, built to withstand the rigors of the workplace
- Four microphones and Acoustic Noise Reduction (ANR) improve the ability to communicate in noisy environments by eliminating background noise
- The Communication Badge includes an easy to read display that shows caller ID, messages and alerts
Headset Options

Under the hardhat high noise cancelling headset

Lightweight single ear High noise canceling headset

Low noise coiled earpiece
Integrates specific client applications and implements it into your facilities external system.
Vocera mobile apps enable smartphones, including iPhone®, Android™ and BlackBerry™ to communicate through the Vocera System.
Deployments
• Riverbend, 2011: 25 Badges 50 User Branch System
• Arkansas Nuclear One, 2011: 50 Badges 100 Users
• Indian Point, 2012: 220 Badges 300 Users
• Grand Gulf: 25 Badge 50 User Brach System

Pilots:
• DC Cook, 2008
• , 2009

Future Deployments
• Fitzpatrick, 5/20/2012: 75 Badge/100 User System
"We like the use of the system and it has come in handy for us. Giving us some real time communications with the field has been very valuable for critical path work. Overall we like this system very much and I’m seeing more use of it daily."

-John Kirkpatrick-Indian point: Maintenance Manager
”As the night shift Electrical Window Manager, I found the Vocera system to be very beneficial as a communication tool during 2R20. Being able to contact other managers and my subordinates at the push of a button saved time and effort. I think what was most helpful was being able to directly supervise a high importance job in the field and still be in communication with other work groups if there was an issue that needed my immediate attention. I look forward to the continued use of Vocera at IPEC.

-Mark Lorenzi-Indian Point: Operations Electrical Window Manager
“without a doubt, vocera was a huge success. I had three big tests go off more efficiently, with faster real time communications (less confusion/ phone tag) and less dose. They were PT-R13 (SI), PT-R16 (recirc pumps), PT-R2A (VC SUMPS). I communicated with R. Caffo / D. Worrall on both sump tests for the ENTIRE duration of the test; I have never been able to do that with any other communication device the company has provided me with in the past. I was able to answer my team mates’ questions (those not wearing vocera) as they were asked, because I could hear them thru the microphone (vc sump). This system is an invaluable tool for the whole station and should be researched more with more locations being tested all the time. I have dozens of more examples of their usefulness if required. To all of the people that you worked with on this project I would like to say job well done.”

-Scott Cuelvier, Indian Point Operations